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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the study 

Literature or prose is a creation of imaginative thinking of person also 

artistic or visual as well as creative aspect. It is an appearance of author’s 

emotion with precious, important sculpture. According to the De Bonald 

literature is an appearance of culture. It funds literature is not only fictional 

work which pure of opinion but it might also stimulated from reality which 

shows the real circumstance or situation of the culture where the literary work 

is on paper (Wellek and Warren, 1993: 110). Wilbur too states that the function 

of literary works is as the image of the true life situation. They typically tell on 

the community position of the society. It can exist thought that prose is 

expression of human is life. It explain what with how human life is also it 

generally reflects the events that happen in a humanity (Wilbur, 1962: 24) 

Gender or sexual category refers to the ethnically, racially probable 

behaviors of men furthermore women based on system, rules, attitudes as well 

as values credited to them on the basis of their sex, whereas gender refers to 

biological and physical of the characteristics. Gender or sexual category is 

perhaps most evident in the social differences among females also males. These 

differences notify how persons are view, as well as how they view themselves. 

The differences among males and females are educated also extremely fixed, 

but also artistic, background, also subject to modify over point. Through 

communication with other key factors ethnicity, tradition, religion, class, sexual 

orientation gender acts to dangerously inform character. (Mazurana, D., & 

Proctor, K. (2013). Gender, Conflict and Peace. World Peace Foundation , 36.) 

So far gender or sexual category is more than people are identities. 

Gender is a community construction that is blush and figurative sense. Sexual 
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category as means of categorize, order with symbolize authority, of 

hierarchically structure interaction between dissimilar category of community 

with dissimilar human behavior inside a style characteristically associated with 

manliness, maleness also femininity. Sexual category, it is about feeling, is 

structural controls relative that rest ahead a mid put of difference among 

dissimilar category of public, value some more another. (Mazurana, D., & 

Proctor, K. (2013). Gender, Conflict and Peace. World Peace Foundation , 36.) 

Conflict or disagreements are truth of person. Those occur obviously in 

every kind of the settings. Here is not a smaller amount require for 

disagreement organization at this time here was 30 years ago at what time we 

began this plan. Nation still resist, resist, families crack in critical disagreement, 

marriages of face challenges along with over fail, with the workplace is 

overwhelmed with the stress. The lessons of disagreement a basic human 

condition with the carry out of positive disagreement is a necessary place of 

interpersonal skill. We have self confidence that your live resolve be enrich by 

means of what you will be taught in this way, with what you will carry on to 

learn for the relax of your live. (Hocker 2007:2) 

While the people understanding of conflict, it wills much of their power 

goes into emotion relate to that conflict. They may be afraid, angry, annoyed, 

resentful, hopeless, or stressed. Totaling to one is range for resolving conflicts 

reduces an ordinary stressor. Unproductive decree of interpersonal the disputes 

add to despair, misery, than despair. Consumption disorders, material, bodily, 

plus emotional misuse of partners (O’Leary et al. 1989), and problem drinking 

(Murphy and O’Farrell 1994) also are connected with harsh conflict or 

disagreement environments. (Hocker 2007:2) 

Gender Conflict or sexual category can be related with organization 

styles, job seniorities, character, and personality differences. Gender conflict or 
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sexual category may perhaps also be contributed to sexual category subject 

industries. According to Toegel (2011), women outnumber men in more than a 

few different industries, which take in funding, event organization, study and 

education. As well, female contribution in engineering and consultancy fields 

carry on rising and have distorted of the face of male conquered trade 

infrastructures. Though, despites these probable causations of disagreement 

have frequently been overlooked as the inherent root of why genders 

discriminate. Planned for example, men also women within organizations have 

been identified to vary in the method they guide lead; handle their rule, 

agreement and feeling, with handle conflict decision. (Orlando, M. D. (2012). 

Socialization: Psychological Affect On Gender.)  

Sexual category disagreement inside organizations is the partiality of an 

ideal employee. Even though these are not real or traits, characteristic 

allegations, a number of organizations rather specific masculinities in 

management to convinced traits of femininities (Tienari, Quack, & Theobald, 

2002). 

Strangely, sexual category goes past the bond of unison in errand of 

individuality. It socialization of distinct roles could be the origin cause for why 

genders reject to collectively work mutually. It begins with how men and 

women are different with disagreement management decision and reviews 

whether organization processes are mediated through psychological kind. For 

example, does research has exposed that the strongest differences of 

psychological traits among men and women are thoughts, belief and feeling. 

(Sorenson. Hawkins, & Sorenson, 1995) 

Kazuo Ishiguro or Ishiguro’s is a familiar Japanese creator, whose book 

has been much award. Ishiguro primary work of fiction, A pale View of Hills 

(1982) usual the Winifred Holtby memorial Prize of the Royal Society 
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Literature, the Remains of The Day (1989) is a Book engaging novel which was 

also dramatized in an Oscar movie, and an artist of the Floating World brought 

Ishiguro the Whitbread Book of the Year in 1986, to talk about just a few of his 

achievement. (Constantin, A. R. (2014). A japanese Author Under Romanian 

Lenses - Kazuo Ishiguro. Romanian Economic Business Review - Vol. 9, No. 3 

, 9.) 

Natural in Japan in 1954 also learned in Great Britain ever while the time 

of five, Kazuo Ishiguro uses his imaginary tale as “a mirror to reflect crookedly 

the uniqueness of his two nationalities” (Renninson,2005, p.91). Incorporated 

“between the most winning of up to date literary writer writing in Britain” 

(Wormald, 2003, p.226), Ishiguro has shaped 7 novels (the latest approaching 

in 2015), 2 short-stories collections and 2 plays for television, which more over   

brought him international appreciation: the Booker Prize-Winning novel The 

Remains of the Day (1989), A Pale View of Hills (1982), awarded the Winifred 

Holtby Memorial Prize of the Royal Society of Literature also An Artist of The 

Floating World, which was the 1986 Whibread book of the Year. Ishiguro is 

extensively celebrated writer, translated keen on over forty languages, for 

example in Romania, Polirom Publishing House having by means of translated 

6 of his books. We should also talk about the film adaptations of his novels, the 

eminent Oscar winning The Remains of The Day, casting mmaThompsonand 

Anthony Hopkins (1993) and Never Let Me Go (2010) by Keira Knightley, 

Carrey Mulligan with Andrew Garfield. (Constantin, A. R. (2014). A japanese 

Author Under Romanian Lenses - Kazuo Ishiguro. Romanian Economic 

Business Review - Vol. 9, No. 3 , 9.) 

Kazuo Ishiguro wrote the futuristic yet nostalgic dystipian novel, Never 

Let Me Go in 2005. Ishiguro has won international acclaim and honors with his 

highly regarded novels, and he is considered to be one of the most remarkable 

contemporary fiction writers in both English-speaking and non-English-
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speaking countries. He is also renowned as a postmodern writer and his 

favourite writing style, the first person narrative. (SUZUKI, H. (2017). Kazuo 

Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go: Childhood Memories and Nostalgia. 

Katozemi.Yokohama , 34.) 

The story of a fiction boarding school called Hailsham children housed in 

East Sussex. In there the teacher is not call teacher but as a guardian/caregiver 

and they always told his student to keep personal health because it is very 

important. There is a new guardian who come named Mrs. Lucy which 

eventually became part of the Hailsham boarding school. When she was there 

she felt something strange of the school and she told the student that they are 

human clones. Humans are designed to provide vital organs for humans are 

normal. Human cloning is not taught skills to life, but they are asked to produce 

a work of art.  

Kathy is the girl nine years old in Hailsham who have been the main 

character and be the point of view of this novel. Kathy’s really smart student, 

she is so quiet, she don’t like to bullying another. Until someday she met 

Tommy and she try to understand about him and she feel that she cares. She 

had not be for to companionship lying on that staircase, she perhaps doesn’t 

have in use the curiosity that she did in Tommy is troubles more after that 

weeks. 

Here are three characters Kathy, Tommy and Ruth. They make friends 

very intimate. Kathy is the girl who tends to be passive and not too interested in 

what the other wants. Tommy is different from the others and often makes him 

be the irony of his friends. And the last is Ruth is an ekstovert with her strong 

opinion and making her as center of socialization within her friends. Kathy 

became interested in Tommy. She began to looking at him when Tommy in 
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irony by means of his friends and she tried to talk with him. As time goes by 

Kathy more close with Tommy like a best friend, but Ruth get jealous and try to 

more close with Tommy, at the end Ruth are dating. It is hurt for Kathy because 

she began fall in love with him. (Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go, 2005) 

B. Problem Statement 

Be base lying on the conditions of this paper, researcher arranges the 

difficulty statement as follow: 

1. The conflict happened within Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go Novel 

(2005)? 

2. How Kathy’s could be patient in Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go Novel (2005)? 

3. What be Gender Conflict? 

C. Limitation of The Study 

Inside this paper, researcher will give the center study of conflict within 

Never Let Me Go novel is base going on Feminist Approach. 

D. Object of The Study 

Be base on the trouble statement, researcher suggests the purpose of the 

paper seeing that follows:  

1. Identify Conflict in Never Let Me Go novel. 

2. To reveal the reason how Kathy could be patient. 

3. Explaining the purpose of Gender Conflict. 
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E. Benefit of The Study 

 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

It learns is complete for offer a lot of in order can be used by means of the 

extra of writing researcher who is concerned to analyze about this story, 

especially using Feminist Approach. 

 

2. Practical benefit 

Through it paper researcher needs toward provide a contribution in field 

about literature through the knowledge possessed by the researcher about the 

literature especially through this novel by using the Feminist Approach. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


